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I. Letter from the Secretary-General

Esteemed participants of the Model United Nations Conference of Sakıp Sabancı Anatolian
High School 2023,

It is my honor and absolute pleasure to invite you to the 3rd annual session of MUNSA in
Istanbul, Türkiye. After two fruitful editions of MUNSA, both before and after the
COVID-19 pandemic period, we once again rolled up our sleeves to the best of all so far, to
take place from March 10th to 12th, 2023. I am truly honored to serve as the Secretary
General of a conference that stresses the importance of education, commitment to excellence,
and teamwork. I am beyond thrilled to collaborate with people that are incredibly talented
and truly avid to organize a conference that showcases the attendants, what our club has to
offer. We offer small and engaging crisis committees and select many other committees that
incorporate an array of topics, time periods, and regions. While the world changes around us,
MUNSA continues to stay committed to the values of diplomacy, rigorous debate, and
diversity and inclusion.

This year’s MUNSA will feature 6 unique committees, each led by a team of passionate
people. With that being said, the tenacious team of MUNSA’23, promises to challenge
delegates to engage and think critically. Through our SOCHUM committee, one regional
body which is the US Senate, two of the main bodies of UN which are UNSC and ICJ, and
two crisis committees which are JCC and HCC; delegates will have access to a broad range
of committee forms and topics. From this wide range of options, delegates have the



opportunity to find a committee that fits their interests and matches their preferred style of
debate.
On behalf of the Sakıp Sabancı Anatolian High School model United Nations Club and the
MUNSA’23 Team, I look forward to seeing everyone at our conference this coming March!

Emir Emiroğlu
Secretary General of MUNSA 2023

II. Letter from the Under-Secretary-General

Distinguished Participants,

It is my utmost pleasure to serve you as the Under-Secretary General of the Futuristic United

Nations Security Council (F-UNSC) and welcome you all to this session of the MUNSA’23.

My name is Erika Amanbayeva and I am a junior student in Özel Antalya Final Science High

School. Being a part of the academic team, I cannot express all the gratitude to such a

wonderful and hard-working executive and academic team along with my dearest Academic

Assistant- Yılmaz Egemen Oflu, advisors, and especially my friends. Each of them has

supported and inspired me throughout shaping ideas and working process. We truly hope that

this conference will become a great memory for your Model United Nations journey.

About the topic, tension between the People’s Republic of China and the Republic of China

(Taiwan) got heated up after the US’ speaker’s visit and led PRC to send militaries near the

Taiwanese Strait. The innocent Taiwanese and other Member States got concerned about the

PRC’s threatening actions. As time passed, Taiwan gained independence and got named as

the Republic of Taiwan. PRC could not hesitate and started so called “peacekeeping

operation”. Chaos caused by the opposing parties along with military actions accelerated

tension. Currently, this conflict has a potential of turning into a war which will not only

spread over Southeast Asia but also all over the globe. Hence, it is important to find and

come up with peaceful solutions to prevent the escalation of such a crucial situation. 

We expect each delegate to do research about their country’s position so as to reach a better

understanding of the issue overall. I truly wish and hope that this Study Guide will show you

the way throughout this topic :)



We strongly believe that each of you will share your bright ideas and come up with original

solutions. In case you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me

via my email:

erikaamasirn2004@gmail.com

Kind regards,

Erika Amanbayeva

III. Introduction to the Committee

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) was founded in 1945 as the League of Nations

was transforming into the United Nations (UN) of our day. Coming forward as a new

establishment rather than a new organization, the United Nations embraces and authorizes the

Security Council as an international organization that primarily aims to protect international

peace and security. Examining the operation and the nature of the Security Council, one can

see the clear reflections of the aims of the UN, which are listed in Article 1 of the Charter of

the UN. The Charter also imposes an obligation on Member States to implement the

decisions made by the Security Council, consequently distinguishing the Council from other

bodies of the UN, which are only authorized to present suggestions to the Member States.

The Security Council gathers its sessions with 15 Members with each member being entitled

to one vote for the purposes of decision-making. The mentioned members are distinguished

in two groups; Permanent Members and Non-Permanent Members. The Permanent Members

of the Security Council, also known as the “permanent five” or the “P5”, are namely The

Republic of China, France, The Russian Federation, The United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland and The United States of America. The permanencies of these members

derive from decisions taken in the formation process of the fundamentals of the Security

Council. The fact that these States have also been equipped with a right to veto any action

taken by the Security Council still maintains its influence on the international community of

today, since the legal regulations of the authority of P5 remains intact. The ten

Non-Permanent seats of the Council are allocated to Members States for a term of two year

by the election carried out by the General Assembly. The principle of equitable geographic

distribution constitutes the criteria applied in these allocations. Current Non-Permanent
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members of the Security Council are namely: Brazil, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Japan, Montenegro,

Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Republic of South Korea, Switzerland.

NOTE: Since the Republic of Taiwan was not admitted to the UNSC it will be count as the

Observer State.

IV. Key Terms and Definitions

One China Policy: A policy that states that there is only one sovereign state under the name

of China with the PRC’s position of the sole government of that China, even though there are

two governments existing: ROC and PRC.

DPP: Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) is a political party in Taiwan. It was formed in

September 1986 by those who initially sought self-determination for people considered to be

ethnically Taiwanese, democratic freedoms, the establishment of economic ties with the

People’s Republic of China on the mainland, and a multiparty system.

KMT: The Kuomintang, the Nationalist Party of China, is a major political party in the

Republic of China, initially on the Chinese mainland and in Taiwan after 1949. In Taiwanese

politics, the KMT is the dominant party in the Pan-Blue Coalition and primarily competes

with the rival Democratic Progressive Party (DPP). It is currently the largest opposition party

in the Legislative Yuan.

TSMC: Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Limited is a Taiwanese

multinational semiconductor contract manufacturing and design company. It is the world's

most valuable semiconductor company, the world's largest dedicated independent

semiconductor foundry, and one of Taiwan's largest companies.

Semiconductor: A solid substance that has a conductivity between that of an insulator and

that of most metals, either due to the addition of an impurity or because of temperature

effects. Devices made of semiconductors, notably silicon, are essential components of most

electronic circuits such as chips.

Consensus: A general agreement



V. Historical Background

a. The History of Taiwan Before 1949

The Island of Taiwan, despite common belief, has not always been a Han Chinese settlement.

Taiwan was, before being the homeland of any Chinese settlers, an island dominated by its

indigenous Formosan peoples who had arrived as early as 5,000 B.C. The two groups would

interact over the years, although the mainland Chinese would show rarely attention to the

island, with it appearing only a few times under a myriad of different names throughout the

Sui and Tang dynasties, where they held a general policy of avoidance, not taking an interest

within the island. The first official emissaries from the mainland arrived under the Yuan

Dynasty, under Emperor Kublai Khan, albeit accidentally. Only around the 16th century

would the island gain further and further attention by Chinese fishermen, pirates and

merchants who would frequent the southern ends of the island, engaging in cultural

exchanges and trade. The island would become a port for many famous Chinese pirates, such

as Lin Daoqian, Limahong and Pedro Yan Shiqi, as well as the Wokou, literally Japanese or

“Dwarf” Pirates. We see in the records that during the reign of the later Ming Dynasty,

Taiwan had finally gained the attention of the Mainland Chinese, as the Ming Dynasty began

to issue licenses of trade for the island.

Despite this, no major foreign colony on the island was settled until the arrival of the

Portuguese. They would set forts and settlements there as trading outposts, which would be

followed by the Spanish and the Dutch, who would all grab themselves part of the island to

use as trading points to the mainland. According to the Dutch settlers, only 1,500 Chinese

were on the island by the time they arrived. The Dutch settlers would over the course of

several years pacify and take control of the island, massacring entire villages and bringing the

island under their rule. It was first here that Chinese immigration into the island really began,

as the Dutch East India Company would further invite Chinese settlers onto the island. This is

when the majority of the current Taiwanese population, The Han people of the Hokkien and

the Hakka. These migrants would soon take over the rural and agricultural sector, as they

were eventually given the rights to buy and hold property. Although they had invited their

arrival, the Dutch would quickly change their treatment of the Han Chinese by enacting a

cruel series of repressions, including harsh taxes, causing a rebellion. This rebellion would be

easily put down, but would result in the devastation of the rural workforce. More migrants



from the mainland would fill this void soon, however distrust of the Dutch authorities and the

natives against the Han Chinese would continue.

This rule would last until the Ming loyalist general Zheng Chenggong would defeat the dutch

and establish the first Han Authority on the island. This new Kingdom by the name of

Tungning would serve as a Ming holdout that would constantly launch raids into the

mainland against the Qing, led by Zheng Chenggong and his successors. Upon realizing that

the Qing’s defeat would not be any time in the short term, Taiwan would be transformed into

the temporary seat of power for the Southern Ming. Exiles and Ming Loyalists would flood

into the island as Zheng Cheggong’s son, Zheng Jing would work on establishing Chinese

customs upon the island and sinicizing it. Chinese language schools would be opened, as

ministries, mirroring the actual Chinese Ming system would be founded with great care for

legitimacy. The Southern Ming would eventually be kicked out of the mainland however

despite the great efforts of Zheng Jing thanks to strife relating to succession and

overwhelming Qing offensives. The Qing and Zheng would engage in peace talks, where

Zheng would underlined that Taiwan was never historically part of China and that he wished

Tungning and Qing to form relations that would be like the relations of the Qing to a foreign

country. However, Zheng would never truly surrender his Ming ambitions as he would launch

an attack onto the mainland taking advantage of the Revolt of the Three Feudatories.

The attack on the mainland would prove a catastrophic failure for Zheng Jing and he would

die soon after they were once again pushed out of the mainland. The Qing would then

oversee an invasion of the island led by the legendary Qing admiral Shi Lang, who would

oversee the Battle of Penghu which would end in the surrender of the Tungning forces and

the capture of their last Prince, Zheng Kehsuang.

After the conquest of the Island, a conference would be held in Fujian to determine the fate of

Taiwan. Some of the governors would suggest a total evacuation of all Chinese settlers to the

mainland and the abandoning of the island. Around the time the Qing took over, there were a

reported 20,000 to 30,000 Han Chinese on the island. However, the conqueror of the Island

Shi strongly opposed this motion on the ground that he found the island valuable for not only

its strategic positioning, but also because of its vast economical potential. In the end, Shi

would prevail as Taiwan would be annexed under the Fujian Province. The Qing would enact

regulations on the migration to the island to make sure the island does not become a safe



haven for exiles and criminals as it had in the past. Around the middle of the 18th century,

marriage between the local Formosan women and Han men were banned, on the claims that it

interfered with the local life and furthermore was used as an excuse for settling into the

native’s lands. Throughout the 18th and 19th century, these regulations would be tightened

and loosened. Around the year 1759, almost 60,000 people would be convicted of attempting

illegal crossings. Eventually, in the year 1875, all restrictions would be lifted.

The Qing Dynasty would for the most part, allow the Formosan people to themselves, rarely

attempting to encroach on their lands, govern them or assimilate them. However, despite their

best efforts, illegal crossings into the island and the reclamation of land from these vagabonds

would eventually see the Qing Dynasty take a much more hands on approach to controlling

the island. This would eventually be followed by a change of attitude by the Qing near the

start of the 19th century, which would see administrative expansion and the further control

shown over the Formosan natives. With this expansion of administration came also

modernization and Taiwan would soon arise to be one of the first modern states in all of the

Qing Empire. However, this modernization process would then be shadowed by the

increasing interest of the Japanese on the island. Starting first with the Mudan Incident, which

would reveal the fragility of Qing rule in Taiwan and then being actualized in the First

Sino-Japanese War, the Japanese would show greater interest in the areas surrounding Taiwan

and Ryukyu Islands. This increase in interest was thanks to the Japanese Prime Minister Ito

Hirobumi’s so-called “Southern Strategy”.

Despite the expectations of the Japanese elite, the island would see much resistance to enemy

occupation. The Japanese elite expected assimilation and integration of the island to be easy,

seeing as the islanders shared cultural and racial similarities with the Japanese. However, the

first seven years of occupation would be followed by intense resistance, with outright combat

continuing throughout the 6 months following the invasion. This period would be marked

with constant uprisings, rebellions, banditry and protests. Although majorly violent, there was

also a good bit of non-violent resistance against Japanese rule. This would oversee further

repression, military oppression and segregation with the Japanese making sure the locals and

the Japanese are kept separate. Within education, a fusion system of Japanese culture and

ethics as well as Chinese culture and history was made, with the compromise being an

attempt to win over the Taiwanese upper class, with debatable success.



The Japanese, nearing the Second Sino-Japanese War would again attempt Although some

Taiwanese did indeed become more Japanese, the general assimilation movement would

prove ineffective. Japanization would begin with the prohibition of Classical Chinese

newspapers and Mandarin from the school curriculum. Speaking Chinese was discouraged

and the local idols and religious symbols were cast aside in favor of Shinto and Japanese

Buddhism. Things of importance in the Taiwanese culture that the Japanese sneered at like

Taiwanese opera, puppet plays and fireworks were all banned. However, these reforms saw

little success on the island. Even with the Japanese colonists arriving and gaining land and

property thanks to the government, their stay would not be permanent.

During the Japanese rule however, Taiwan would see a massive modernization campaign.

Firstly industrializing the farming industries, Taiwan would develop further sectors such as

electricity, chemical industries, machinery, textile and paper, steel and more. The bank of

Taiwan was also set up during this time. These industries were all owned by the Japanese

which allowed for tighter control of Tokyo over the island. During the War in China, the

Taiwanese people would finally be allowed to conscript to form their own battalions

following 1941. Before that, many Taiwanese women were forced into the task of “Comfort

Women”, which would act as personal servants to high Japanese officers. Needless to say,

cases of sexual assault were common in their ranks. After the establishment of both Han

Taiwanese and even Aboriginal battalions, which numbered around 80,000 in servicemen,

with 120,000 in civilian workers. The bulk of the Taiwanese soldiers were stationed near the

occupied islands of the Philippines. Even when recruited, prejudices against the Taiwanese

rang high in the Japanese army. At some places, although some semblance of human decency

was shown, most of the time the Taiwanese were treated as lesser compared to Japanese

soldiers. The rare Taiwanese officers of the army were mostly exceptions that proves the rule.

It was only after the United States of America entered on the side of the Republic of China

and the Kuomintang government in the War that Taiwan was given any hope to return under

Chinese rule. In the Cairo Declaration, which was never ratified, the Allies made the return of

China and Taiwan to the Republic of China one of their main demands. With the instrument

of surrender signed by the Japanese and the Allies, Taiwan would have been left to the

administration of the Republic of China in 1945. Despite this transition of power, the Allies

never officially recognized the annexation of the island by the Chinese. This complication

would be further elaborated when the Treaty of San Francisco was signed, with its second



article explicitly stating that Japan would withdraw all territorial claims from Taiwan and the

Penghu islands. Although the Treaty of Taipei helped support the image of Taiwan being a de

jure part of China by voiding all treaties made between the Chinese and Japanese before

1940, including the Treaty of Shimonoseki which gave Taiwan to the Japanese, the fate of the

island would ultimately be left to the decision of the victorious allies at a later date as the

Chinese momentarily kept control of the island’s governance and occupation.

The first years of Taiwan’s rule would be described by corruption, poverty, economic

stagnation, cultural tensions and violence on a scale never seen before under Japanese rule.

The Chief Executive of the Taiwan Province was Chen Yi, whose administration would be

characterized by corruption on every level of society, as well as disciplinary problems of the

military police, which would result in not only critical undermining of the chain of command,

but also great oppression. Chen Yi’s struggle for power would be followed by a series of

“de-Japanization” campaigns, causing friction among the locals. This, added with the post

war economy recovery of the island taking a turn for the worse would cause anti-mainland

sentiments to rise and boil over with the death of a cigarette seller at the hands of the

Nationalist forces, causing massive protests and the violent suppression of the protestors,

causing countless dead and thousands of arrests. Many prominent members of the Taiwanese

community would be shot, arrested without proper trial or simply disappear to never be seen

again. This event, which was known as the February 28 incident, would have been a sign of

things to come.

After the event however, a reform would be enacted on the governance of Taiwan, with Chen

Yi being taken away from power and the position of Chief Executive being dissolved, instead

replaced with a new provincial government led by the scholar Wey Daw-ming. Wey’s

administration was marked by the fixing of the public sector which had expanded under Chen

Yi, currency reform with the Old Taiwanesee Dollar being replaced by the new one and other

new policies to stop inflation. Despite these successful reforms, the perception of

Kuomintang in Taiwan never truly changed. The Kuomintang viewed Taiwan as Japanified

Chinese, and not equal to the actual mainland Chinese, seeing them in need of re-education

and cultural reform, to be reintegrated into their brethren within the mainland. For this

purpose, former Japanese settlers were driven out of their territory by the government and

farms and property were acquired for mainland Chinese. Former Japanese monopolies on the

island would be nationalized, roughly equaling about



In July of 1946, Chiang Kai-shek launched a new offensive on the mainland to Huabei with

nearly one and a half million troops, starting a new phase of the conflict against the Chinese

Communist Party which would be later known as the Chinese Civil War. Martial Law,

because of the war, would be declared on the island after May 1949, just mere months before

the collapse of the ROC on the mainland, causing a relocation of the Kuomintang

government to Taiwan, with the Chinese Communist Party claiming victory on the mainland

and proclaiming the People’s Republic of China.

b. The History of Taiwan after 1949

For Chiang Kai-shek and other prominent members of the Kuomintang, the retreat to Taiwan

was only temporary, with plans to strike back into the mainland the following 2-5 years. This

would mean Taiwan would focus mostly on armament and military preparations, instead of

long-term economic development. This loss in the mainland would create a Red Scare among

the ruling members of the Kuomintang, who would strike down on the intellectuals of Taiwan

hard, fearing for any sympathies they might hold towards the government. Mass monitoring,

the use of military and secret police and other methods of surveillance were enacted to ensure

no communist sympathies arose out from the Taiwanese people. Wherever even a seed of

redness was found, persecutions followed, with arrests and executions often with little due

process. 

Even with the retreat of the ROC into Taiwan, the newly established PRC and its army, the

People’s Liberation Army would continue on its offensive until it was thwarted at the island

of Quemoy in 1949. The following years would show a stalemate that had been reached, with

the war increasingly becoming more symbollic than anything else. No major military action

was taken, save for bombardment from the mainland, whose live shells would soon be

replaced instead by propaganda pamphlets and eventually would stop firing altogether as the

United States of America and People’s Republic of China established diplomatic relations.

The war would be re-escalated and would de-escalated during the years, resulting in several

small-scale crises and other happenings. Throughout this time, the Republic of China was

still afforded a place on the Security Council of the United Nations in place of the People’s



Republic of China. In truth, most western nations recognized the ROC in place of the PRC,

and this would last into the 70’s. 

Eventually however, following the US’s break off of relations with the ROC and their

eventual replacement by the PRC in the UN, the ROC embraced the Three Noes whenever

communicating with the mainland, something the ROC would have to quickly abandon in

response to the hijacking of China Airlines Flight 334. For the return of the plane, the ROC

would be forced to send diplomats to Hong-Kong, a first in its history.

As the cross-strait relations developed, there was a problem that had developed for both of

the countries, as both saw each other as illegitimate. So, finding a way to avoid recognizing

the other part, the ROC government established the Straits Exchange Foundation, a

non-governmental organization, lead by the Mainland Affairs Council and the PRC

established the Association for Relations Across the Taiwan Straits, overseen by the Taiwan

Affairs Office of the State Council. This "white gloves" system allowed the two states to

interact with each other in an semi-official manner without having to recognize the opposing

side. This policy resulted in the 1992 consensus, in which both governments agreed to

ambiguous settlements regarding sovereignty in order to address problems and questions that

were important for both sides.

It was during this time near the 90's that the idea of an independent Taiwan had entered into

the political rhetoric, offered by the Pan-Green Coalition in the run up to the 1996 elections.

Turning away from the promise of reuniting with China, the government would seek an

unique Taiwanese identity, one that was separate from China. This would culminate in the

Third Strait Crisis, where the PRC would begin a series of missile tests across the coast of

Taiwan, in order to send a strong signal message to the PRC who had been moving away

from the One-China policy. After this, even the semi-official talks had broken down.

Eventually, Chen Shui-bian of the DPP (democratic Progressive Party), a pro-Taiwanese

party of the Pan-Green coalition, would be elected as the President of the Republic of China

in 2000. Following this, the new ROC government would embrace the Four Noes and One

Without in their foreign policy, stating clearly that they did not seek independence neither

unification, whilst rejecting the idea of white glove policy that had been embraced by his



predecessors. He would pursue further economic relations with the PRC, whilst rejecting the

established 1992 Consensus, which resulted in the PRC refusing negotiations. 

Even as the leadership in the mainland moved from Jiang Zemin to Hu Jintao, the policy held

towards the Taiwanese remained the same. Hu insisted on the one China principle and

continued the buildup of military forces and missiles across the strait, publicly unafraid of

making threats of military action if independence should be seeked. The PRC also searched

for other nations to diplomatically isolate the ROC. 

Following the Kuomintang victory in 2008 however, relations were once again established

between the Mainland and Taiwan, as both sides proceeded to agree that the 1992 Consensus

was the basis for any negotiation. The Three-Links would be established, and the white glove

policy resumed as the two non-governmental organizations would instead conduct meetings

on the behalf of their respective state. This return to policy would continue with increasing

relations between them, even after Xi Jinping embraced a One China, Two Systems policy.

However, relations would soon begin to show cracks as the PRC embraced aggressive

expansion, especially with the Nine-dash line policy, however peace was maintained.

It was following the election of the DPP once again and the Pan-Green victory that tensions

flared up. Tsai Ing-wen, the elected President, showed a refusal to accept the 1992

Consensus, causing a breakdown in communications once again between the two parties.

Although Tsai Ing-wen seeked to re-establish channels of communication under new and

different terms, these offers would be shot down by Beijing, which reaffirmed PRC’s

sovereignty over Taiwan and promised to thwart attempts made by the DPP for

independence. The Formosa Alliance was formed in 2018, aiming to establish referendums

for an independent Taiwan, which would gain more and more traction and would further

cause worries in Beijing to arise. The PRC would restart their military exercises across the

straits in response to constant diplomatic pressure. Past compromises which promised the

ROC’s admittance into the WHO would be blocked even during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Further rhetoric regarding the PRC’s control over Taiwan would be stressed.

Following the visit of US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan, PRC would begin a series

of exercises all around Taiwan using live-fire, around 6 zones in particular which are

Taiwan’s busiest waterways and aviation zones. This operation saw the use of submarines,



frigates, corvettes, missiles, aerial assets and amphibious assault vehicles, as well as carrier

groups and other high end military equipment. These transgressions have caused Taiwan to

mobilize their forces around their territory, although this would not stop the PRC from

instigating a quasi-blockade on both air and sea on Taiwan, causing the near total breakdown

of all relations, as well as straining the US-PRC relations too. 

VI. Current Situation

a. Independency and Current Policy of Taiwan

1. Green Block Victory

Since president Tsai Ing-wen has completed her second and last four-year term, she couldn’t

run for president in election of 2024. Instead, her Vice President-William Lai Ching-te stood

up as candidate, and represented the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) also known as the

Pan-Green Coalition. He was elected by defeating his well-known opponent Chang

San-cheng, representative of the Kuomintang (KMT): Pan-Blue Coalition, with the majority

of votes- 68.93%. Throughout his first four-year term, Lai Ching-te kept supporting DPP

along with emphasizing the importance of nationalism and independency of Taiwan.

In contrast, Blue-Block Coalition (KMT) maintained its policy which represented Taiwan as

the legitimate government of China instead of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Chang

San-cheng attempted to overthrow newly settled government not only with the support of the

KMT, but also by making false propagandas against Lai Ching-te. The key for retaking

president’s seat, as viewed by KMT, was revolts of the misled population which could

weaken current government from the core. Even though, the Taiwanese were sceptical about

new government and questioned true intentions of elected president, Lai Ching-te served and

worked in sake of his nation’s independency and soon won hearts of many. Thus,

propagandas failed and resulted in loss of trust to KMT even by its previous supporters.

After propagandas failed, Taiwanese ministers expressed their concern about possible attacks

from oppositions that could overthrow newly elected president. Planned to be held only in

urgent situations, referendum about election of new members to Legislative Yuan (A

governmental body which is responsible for the passage of laws, later sent to the President for



signing) was decided to be held on 21 January 2025. This move aimed strengthening

Green-Block and creating a stiff foundation for further independency steps. The Taiwanese

welcomed such an idea; with 73% votes in favour election had settled.

Because of failed accusations -previously mentioned as propagandas- many Blue Block

(KMT) advocators switched their sides and leaned Green Block (DPP). Election of new

members for Legislative Yuan resulted as: 75 DPP members, 29 KMT members, and 10

members from other parties. Such ratio favoured and gave hope both government and

nationalists who targeted establishment of independent Taiwan.

Lai Ching-te had maintained Green Block’s policy while serving to his nation. He managed

to engage donators who later made serious investments and helped to rise Taiwan’s economic

status. Towards the end of his first four-year term, William Lai Ching-te announced that he

will run for president in the next election and make Taiwan independent as it was planned.

Blue Block insisted on its terms and policy, and tried to not only violate but also postpone

election. Despite KMT’s intentions along with its actions, on 15 November 2028, William

Lai Ching-te was once again elected as the president of the Republic of China (Taiwan) and

started his second four-year term while advocating Green Block.

2. Referendum for the Independent Taiwan

Initially, the majority of Taiwanese was against the policy of People’s Republic of China,

which stated that Taiwan belongs to China’s mainland and thus should obey PRC’s main

policy and its terms. Nation seeking for freedom and independence, started formulating

parties via which its people could voice their true thoughts and intentions. Despite having

different points of view and rules, each party had one main aim which encouraged them to

improve and function: Independent Taiwan with its own rules, laws, constitution, and most

importantly its own policy.

After successful president election of 2028, Lai Ching-te gathered new members of

Legislative Yuan along with other significant political figures such as prime minister to

discuss upon further steps of Taiwan’s independence. Once plans were developed, they got

strictly secured from other nations in sake of governmental privacy. Mr. President was highly

aware that sudden expose of such crucial information could leave a mark on his nation and



end up with unexpected feedback. Hence, movements towards reaching independency started

appearing via newspapers, televisions and media.

At first, the Taiwanese were introduced to future policy changes which in fact provoked a

slight sense of hope to become independent. Seeing mostly positive feedback from his

people, Lai Ching-te decided to move forward. He truly believed that the main piece of

almost completed puzzle was the voice of his nation and its true intentions. Propagandas

started to occur more often; people regained their hope and supported government. Blue

Coalition, with different principles and ideology, could not supress society’s beliefs and

tended to accept government’s proposals. Many KMT backers, stated that they are still

against DPP’s terms and views, yet will be in favour of new changes so that Taiwan could

regain its once lost freedom.

On 27 August 2028, Lai Ching-te proposed to hold a referendum in which Taiwan’s people

will vote upon their motherland’s fate along with its future. Government, paying attention to

the strict procedure and security of voting, highly encouraged each of the Taiwanese to vote

and state their true position towards possible renovation of a country. Educated ones helped

those who were not able to read and write. Each voting centre was secured so as to prevent

inconvenient results. KMT followers, tried to sabotage referendum by revolting against not

only government but also those who believed and advocated Green Block. Gladly, Lai

Ching-te and his administration have taken precautions which later helped to spot the leaders

of revolts. Security cooperating with police department, prisoned previously mentioned

leaders on the basis of being viewed as a threat to country’s government and its nation.

Before the official announcement of voting results, companies (supporting renovation of

Taiwan) continued to air and spread widely all across neighbour countries. PRC did not make

any statement towards actions and movements in Taiwan since it was dealing with inner

problems caused by resisting parties.

Results were officially announced via media on 12 September 2028: 69.8% in favour of

Independent Taiwan and 30.2% against further changes in current policy. Government fused

with the nation, reached its prior aim which would start reshaping Taiwan into the “Republic

of Taiwan”.



3. Establishment of the Republic of Taiwan

Next steps to secure the establishment of Independent Taiwan, required recognition on the

international scale. Lai Ching-te and his residency decided to arrange meetings with

neighboured nations such as Philippines, South Korea, and Japan in order to discuss upon

their current position towards the establishment of the Republic of Taiwan. Each of

mentioned nations was viewed as potential ally due to contradictory position towards

People’s Republic of China along with similar beliefs and potential profits.

Philippines was highly possible to find common ground with newly established Republic of

Taiwan on the basis of resisting PRC; the desire of becoming independent remained alive and

in fact became even more popularized among island’s nation. The government indeed, was

really intereste in keeping tight bounds with an independent Taiwan in hopes of gaining

political support for further development and possible acts of reconstructing Philippines’s

policy. During negotiations, both diplomates and presidents came up with signing alliance,

promising to defend each of the sides in case of interventions and occasions which may

threaten each of the governments. With this pact, Republic of Taiwan gained its first ally

which opened new doors for further recognition.

Mostly known for their professionalism and quality in the production of highly-innovated

technologies, Japan and South Korea agreed to meet with Lai’s Residency to discuss future

partnership. This decision was made because of Taiwan’s significant chip production

industry- one of the main sources that Taiwan’s economy was depending on. TSMC (Taiwan

Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Limited) has been leading world trading of

technology via producing 90% of all chips. Major companies such as Apple and Samsung

were dependent on this production and thus brought even bigger value to TSMC. Taiwan’s

government wanted to guarantee the security of TSMC by signing contract with its allies.

Japan and South Korea seeking for their own benefits, recognised the Republic of Taiwan in

exchange of signing a contract. It was stated in contract that: Japan and South Korea could

now buy chips for a cheaper price yet give a constant percentage of gained money from

technologies sold with TSMC’s chips. In this way, both sides were appreciated; Taiwan

reached its long-wanted security of TSMC with strengthening its economy while Japan and



South Korea gained an opportunity to enhance and embrace their economy from developing

improved technologies.

In addition to gaining new partners, the Republic of Taiwan sought for a meeting with one of

the most crucial and potential allies based on the views and interests on international

economy- United States of America. At first, United States’ residency did not pay much

attention to current happenings in the area of Taiwan and viewed the referendum as

something minor and not significant. Yet, after the recognition and signed contracts upon

TSMC’s production with South Korea and Japan, Taiwanese region started to appear as an

opportunity to enhance USA’s position in worldwide marketing. This interest was mostly due

to well-known Chinese (PRC)-American rivalry in the international trading. United States

have always been seeking for an opportunity to retake the leadership from PR China and

gradually dominate economically.

Meeting, held in New Taipei (known for being one of the cities separated for special

municipalities), resulted with recognition from United States. It is believed that TSMC’s

production got partly owned by USA via negotiations with its previous holders; there wasn’t

any official information about signing contracts or acts related to economy. United States

proclaimed that they are ready to support the developing Republic of Taiwan. In conclusion,

USA guaranteed its further rise in economy: while new formed Taiwan ensured its strength.

Republic which recently has gained confidence, was ready to set up for an important step:

admission to United Nations not under China, but as an independent country with its own

rules, government and constitution.

b. Admission of the Republic of Taiwan to UN

Despite being recognised by several countries and having partnerships, Lai Ching-te’s

residency pursued a place in United Nations as an independent country. The main aim of such

determination was the nation’s spirit of independency alongside the political position among

the other states. Admission to United Nations would set a strong base on which Republic of

Taiwan could progress faster yet efficiently.



On 15 March 2029, Republic of Taiwan officially submitted an application to Secretary

General of United Nations (accordingly to rules stated in UN Charter Chapter 2 Article 4),

and attached letter from its president which included required declaration. In his letter, Lai

Ching-te stated his country’s true intentions of peace-keeping and ability to obey all settled

obligations. Indeed, Taiwan’s application was sent to United Nations Security Council to

obtain an official recommendation to make it pass. Even though, Republic of Taiwan fit to the

three main criteria being: having peace-loving position, will and ability to carry obligations,

and criteria of statehood (having a defined territory, settled population, government and the

ability to enter into relations with other states) United Nations Security Council could not

manage to give positive feedback. One of the main reasons of that was an uncertainty among

P5 countries. Especially PR China struggled to understand Taiwan’s intentions and thus was

about to use veto. Other P5 members on the other hand, kept negotiating and found a

common ground on postponing current meeting.

The report of all discussions was sent to General Assembly; it was decided to postpone

current meeting to 15 May 2029. Taiwan’s residency concerned about PR China’s further

behaviour, tried to reach out other Member States and convince them before the next

meeting. Main targets were Russian Federation (known as PR China’s ally on the basis of

economics), United Kingdom and France. Meetings were either organised face to face (with

Russian Federation and United Kingdom) or via official mobile call as with the France.

Russian Federation got interested in cooperation with Republic of Taiwan and understood its

main goals. Furthermore, neither United Kingdom nor France saw any possible threat coming

from Taiwan to other Member States and United Nations. These countries got interested in

sponsoring Taiwan’s further development and cooperating to strengthen international

marketing along with technology development. Rejecting Taiwan’s admission to United

Nations could result in losing contracts and economical damage to the major Member States.

On 15 May 2029, United Nations Security Council was once again gathered to discuss upon

previously mentioned topic. PR China’s representor stated that new Taiwan’s policy and its

further acts may threaten them. Yet, other Member States stated their support to Taiwan’s

admission and even more pressured PR China. As such, most of P5 members had threaten

PRC with sanctions and cutting off trading with the country. Since PR China’s economy- one

of the most powerful factors of country’s existence- vastly depended on export, PRC decided

to not worsen its relations with international partners and voted in favour of Taiwan’s



admission. With 11 in favour and 4 against, United Nations Security Council managed to pass

a resolution which later turned into recommendation.

Since recommendation had passed, General Assembly organized session in 1 June 2029.

Formal voting upon this topic resulted in 145 of 193 in favour of Taiwan’s admission. With

that, Republic of Taiwan had finally gained a seat in United Nations as 194th member, not

under the People’s Republic of China, but as an independent country under its own flag and

its own policy.

c. Mobilization of China

1. Mission of Peacekeepers

Ever since the Republic of Taiwan got admitted to the United Nations, the Taiwanese arose

with joyfulness. The republic now felt much stronger than it felt during the establishment

process, basing on promising and various opportunities to partner with other UN Members.

Nonetheless, there was one crucial threat which could corrupt Republic’s current state: KMT

(also known as the Blue Coalition).

After grand defeat by a Green Block and unsuccessful propagandas, KMT got silent and

remained its hidden position until the United Nations’ final decision upon Taiwan’s

admission. KMT’s leaders believed that they had possibility to regain its power via

cooperating with nations that were either against Taiwan’s admission or were abstain. Their

main target was gaining PRC’s support and its trust to further negotiate Taiwan’s fate in case

KMT wins its powers back. Blue Block, somehow managed to organize unofficial meetings

with authoritative people of PR China: mainly being oligarchs. Both sides craved for

Taiwan’s current government so as to keep its nation depended on PRC. The operation of

political coup was planned and held under a secret. The sponsors of this operation are

claimed to be oligarchs from PR China, yet no evidence was left to prove this thesis.

On 2 October 2029, a major group of activists intervened Taibao and brought chaos with

them. The activists claimed their intentions of overthrowing government and threatened

civilians with either knives, guns or gas bombs. Taiwan’s residency got concerned and

immediately send a troop of soldiers along with humanitarian aid to stabilize and prevent

further spread of KMT’s actions. However, the activists spread rapidly and continued their



propagandas in other cities. All these led to disturbance and corruption of balance between

Taiwanese and Taiwan’s political state.

People’s Republic of China on the other hand, did not hesitate and sent a troop of

“peacekeepers” claiming that Taiwan and its people initially belong and should belong to

PRC. This peacekeeping operation reminded many of situation between Russian Federation

and Ukraine; thus, with a strong concern and curiosity, all globe was watching and waiting

for further actions of PRC and Taiwan’s response.

2. Further Acts and Possible Movements

After the start of the “Peacekeeping Operation” the chaos did not stop and remained the

same. Lai Ching-tee and his residency expressed their concern and underscored that PR

China must not intervene even under the peaceful means. Despite this claim, PR China kept

on insisting that Taiwan had once and has still belonged to them and thus continued sending

their “peacekeeping troops”. The Republic of Taiwan saw this act of sending troops as a

threat and called upon organizing a meeting to discuss further security of Taiwan both on

indigenous and international state.

As days have passed, the Taiwanese noticed rapid change in PRC’s troops; soldiers kept

coming while slightly stabilizing previous chaos. In fact, they weren’t that effective in

neutralizing inner state of republic. Instead, as their number kept rising, more and more

Taiwanese were threatened and started hiding. Majority of the Member States accused PRC

of attempt to occupy Taiwan and break its independence while regaining dominance.

On 29 November 2029, People’s Republic of China had finally broken the silence and

officially announced that: “As long as our troops protect the Taiwanese, we deny to claim

them independent. If any of our soldiers gets hurt or not obeyed by that nation, PRC is going

to intervene even more and may possibly solve the conflict via negotiations or war”.

From such a speech, we may reach such conclusions:

1. PRC may stop interfering the Republic via an agreement -concluding in benefiting

them-



2. PRC may start a war which has a possibility of spreading worldwide and shake many

nations

3. PRC may threaten the Republic of Taiwan with a possible destruction of TSMC

production: leading to crisis of Taiwan’s economy

4. The Republic of Taiwan may protect themselves via involvement of other

international parties, once again leading to global warfare

VII. Chronology of Events of The Taiwan Strait Conflict

25 October 1945 Japan is forced to cede back Taiwan to the Republic of China
after losing World War 2.

1 October 1949
The leader of the Chinese Communist Party Mao Zedong
declares his victory over the Republic of China led by Chiang
Kai-Chek in the Chinese Civil War and declares the start of
the People’s Republic of China. Chiang Kai-Chek flees to
Taiwan and establishes a provisional capital for the Republic
of China.

1 June 1950 American Troops arrive on Taiwan to deter any invasions from
the People’s Republic of China

2 December 1954 The Republic of China and the United States of America sign
a mutual defence treaty following the First Strait Crisis.

23 August 1958 The Second Strait Crisis begins and is resolved by talks
between the People’s Republic of  China and the United States
of America.

25 October 1971 The Republic of China is expelled after a General Assembly
vote, replaced by the People’s Republic of China.

1 January 1979
The United States of America establishes formal relations
with the People’s Republic of China.



21 November 1990 The Straits Exchange Foundation is founded by Taiwan,
beginning of the White Gloves policy and semi-official
relations.

3 November 1992 The 1992 Consensus is reached and signed, marking the
ground rules for further negotiation and relations.

21 July 1995 The People’s Republic of China launches missile exercises
across the Taiwan strait in order to intimidate the
pro-independence, Pan-Green coalition, marking the Third
Strait Crisis.

18 March 2000 Chen Shui-bien of the Democratic Progressive Party wins the
presidency. Breakdown of semi-official relations follows.

22 March 2008 Victory for the KMT in the  Presidential elections, the
reaffirming of the 1992 Consensus and the resumption of
semi-official relations

16 January 2016 The DPP is voted back into the government, resumption of
hostilities between the KMT and the DPP.

2 August 2022 Visit by Nancy Pelosi to Taiwan and the start of the Chinese
military exercises around Taiwan, escalation of tensions. 

19 November
2024

Lai Ching-te was elected as a president of Taiwan in election
of 2024

21 January 2025 Referendum about election of new members to Legislative
Yuan was favoured by the Taiwanese

15 November 2028 Lai Ching-te was once again elected for a presidential position
of Taiwan in election of 2028



27 August 2028-
12 September 2028

Referendum was decided to held upon the establishment of
independent government; with a positive outcome, Taiwan
became an independent “Republic of Taiwan”

6 November 2028 Pact between the Republic of Taiwan and Philippines was
established

13 December 2028 TSMC Contract between: South Korea, Japan and the
Republic of Taiwan was signed and new Taiwan got
recognised by its both contract partners

4 January 2029
Meeting held between United States of America and the
Republic of Taiwan resulted in official statement of the USA
upon their further support to the growing nation

15 March 2029-
15 May 2029

Republic of Taiwan officially submitted an application to
Secretary General of United Nations; United Nations Security
Council was once again gathered to discuss upon previously
mentioned topic since it was postponed for a month

1 June 2029 Republic of Taiwan got admitted to the United Nations

2 October 2029 Major group of activists started inner corruption of the
republic

17 October 2029 PR China’s troops intervene the Taiwanese region under the
“Peacekeeping Operation”

29 November 2029 PR China officially makes a statement which clarifies their
current aim and position



VIII. Major Parties Involved

Taiwan:

The Republic of Taiwan seeks ceasing current chaos and
preventing its spread all over the Taiwanese region. The
residency is firmly opposed to intervention from PR China
and thus demands to establish proper conditions via which
this conflict may result by peaceful means. In addition, the
Republic of Taiwan is looking for cooperation with
powerful nations that can cease or bring to end PRC’s
actions.

People’s Republic of China:

While Taiwan is trying to defend and protect themselves

with national forces, PR China insists on providing outer

help via armed forces. PRC denies its involvement into

causing chaos and instead underscores its aim- regaining

territory and bring the Taiwan back, under their policy and

government. PRC is opposed to establishment of

independent Taiwan and ready to protect their people

from involvement of other Member States to the current

conflict.

United Kingdom:

United Kingdom believes in sovereignty of independent

Taiwan, yet in current situation UK remains in neutral

zone. The change in policy may occur in case of seeing

potential benefits which furtherly can strengthen nation’s

economy and provide an opportunity to make an alliance

for international trading.



United States of America:

United States of America is highly concerned about

current conflict between the independent Taiwan and PR

China. From the beginning, USA was not opposed to

establishment of new republic and supported Taiwan’s

entrance to the United Nations. United States seeks for

securing its dominance in international trading over its

well-known opponent: PR China. Presently, USA has not

shown its presence in conflict via either sending armed

forces or providing weapons to the Republic of Taiwan. However, USA may get involved in

case of war which may affect not only Taiwan but also other Member States.

France:

French Republic was not opposed to Taiwan’s entry

to the United Nations and in fact was in favour of

new Taiwan’s establishment. Nevertheless, the

so-called intervention of PR China to the Taiwan’s

territory has not yet provoked any actions from

France. There is a possibility of French involvement

to current conflict only in case of seeing a threat

towards their own nation. The French strongly

believe in resolving this China-Taiwan conflict peacefully via negotiations.

Japan:

The Japanese got highly concerned about Taiwan’s

situation especially due to economic factors, and thus

got alerted. Japan stated that they are ready to provide

innovate technologies in case of possible war. The

Japanese did not want the destruction of TSMC to

happen and wanted to prevent any possible threat

towards both company and the nation.



Russian Federation:

Firstly, Russian Federation was not opposed to the

establishment of an independent Taiwan and voted

in favour to its entry to the United Nations. Being

also known as PR China’s ally back in the past, the

Chinese-Russian political relations have suffered

changes due to Russian-Ukrainian War. Nowadays,

Russia and PR China have stable political relations

and support each other in some aspects. Especially

after the Russia-Ukraine conflict, Russian army got weaken and has got severe damages.

There is a possibility of Russia’s involvement however it is hard to predict its support to

China via armed forces.

Republic of South Korea:

The Korean Republic did not want to lose its potential

partner and instead desired to enlarge their economy.

South Korea stated its support to Taiwan and

emphasized the importance of solving this conflict

peacefully. Nevertheless, it is still uncertain whether the

South Korea is ready to resist PR China and use its

armed forces in case of upcoming war.

Philippines:

Since Philippines counts as the first ally of newly

formed Republic of Taiwan, they shared the grief of

current loses and desired the ceasing of present chaos.

The Philippines’s people were aware of their

incapability of providing armed forces to Taiwan; hence

they kept on insisting having peaceful negotiations

while keeping their independent position against PR

China.



IX. Questions to be Addressed

1. Can PRC’s military actions within the Republic of Taiwan be considered of an act of
peacekeeping operation? Does it violate Taiwan’s national sovereignty and integrity?

2. What will be the faith of KMT party after the instability within Taiwan?
3. What can PRC and Republic of Taiwan do to escalate the possibility of war?

4. How can be global market recover from instability in TSMC production caused by the
war?

5. How can the PRC and Taiwan be persuaded to compromise and establish peace?
What can be done to establish channels of communication between the PRC and
Taiwan to provide peaceful negotiations?

6. What will be the future of Taiwan: as the Republic of Taiwan or a part of the PRC?
7. What can the international community do to help an escalation? Should the UN

consider the deployment of a peacekeeping operation?
8. Can the PRC be hold responsible for escalation?
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